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Abstract

Traditional health economic models assume that decision-makers (DMs) incorpo-
rate all dimensions of information regarding potential health outcomes when making
preventive decisions. However, behavioral sciences suggest that individuals might
deviate from this assumption in two key aspects. The first is opportunity cost neglect
due to limited attention, whereby DMs may overlook some indirect or non-salient
dimensions of loss from illness. The second is evaluability issues, whereby DMs may
fail to comprehend the actual relevance of numerical health information to their
circumstances. To increase people’s attention to financial losses and make health
outcomes more evaluable, we designed an intervention entitled “Active Unpacking
with Money” (AUM), which directs DMs to actively calculate the monetary losses
from experiencing a negative health condition over a specified time period. Through
a series of six consecutive online experiments, we demonstrate that: (1) AUM am-
plifies people’s perceived severity of health risks and their willingness-to-pay (WTP)
for a guaranteed preventive measure; (2) AUM heightens people’s sensitivity to the
length of a disease; and (3) AUM bolsters sensitivity to probabilistic information.
We clarify how AUM assists in mitigating both salience and evaluability challenges
within these contexts, and why AUM is likely welfare-improving. Finally, we discuss
its practical implications in health communication.
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1 Introduction

It is well acknowledged that in many scenarios, people may fail to take substantial pre-

ventive measures despite their crucial role and cost-effectiveness in protecting health

Banerjee and Duflo (2011); Olsen et al. (2010). Different disciplines have various ways

to explain this phenomenon, and one important explanation is the behavioral biases1 in

judging potential or hypothetical health outcomes Thaler and Benartzi (2004); Banerjee

and Duflo (2011). We argue that consumers may overlook financial losses from getting

sick when these losses are non-salient and neglect time duration information of health

outcomes when the evaluability of time information is low. We posit that explicitly men-

tioning money loss will help mitigate these problems. Accordingly, we introduce a novel

intervention package, Active Unpacking with Money (AUM), which is designed to direct

people to actively calculate the potential financial losses from illnesses. This

campaigns against these biases and improves the quality of judgment about potential

health outcomes.

Recent years have witnessed a consensus in both behavioral economics and psychology

research, indicating that salience — the quality of a dimension, attribute, or piece of

information being particularly noticeable or important — shapes consumer judgment

and choices (Hoffman and Singh, 1997; Itti, 2007; Bordalo et al., 2012, 2013). When

evaluating hypothetical health outcomes, multiple strands of literature predict that the

financial impact, though an important part of the opportunity cost of illnesses, is less

salient, given its non-physical, indirect/implicit (Frederick et al., 2009; Spiller, 2011), and

relatively affect-poor (evaluated without involving rich emotions compared to physical

pain) nature (Hsee and Kunreuther, 2000; Rottenstreich and Hsee, 2001). As a result,

individuals may pay limited attention to or even neglect this loss when making decisions,

leading to choices that might potentially deviate from their objectives. For instance,

people may miss their opportunities to prevent specific diseases (Wettstein et al., 2012;

Kimball et al., 2020) and regret contracting the disease. This ignorance of opportunity

costs, usually caused by lack of salience implies insufficient risk perception, which may

lead to sub-optimal decisions and welfare loss. This justifies using nudge for mitigation

(Thaler and Sunstein, 2009; Sunstein, 2014).

Another important issue, possibly less familiar to economists, is that people might
1such as opportunity cost neglect, limited attention, probability weighting, etc. Details see Section 2.
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find it difficult to evaluate numerical information (such as time duration and probability)

regarding health outcomes even if they do pay significant attention or the information

is salient (Hsee, 1996; Rottenstreich and Hsee, 2001; Hsee and Zhang, 2010). This is

called evaluability problems in decision psychology, with which people show insensitivity

to numerical variance in certain dimensions because people are not familiar with how

these numbers affect their welfare (Morewedge et al., 2009; Hsee and Zhang, 2010). This

insufficient reaction may be another barrier to optimizing their prevention behaviors (Cui

et al., 2023). The insensitivity of numerical information may cause preference reversals

(Hsee et al., 1999; Sunstein, 2018) and imply inadequate or excessive risk perception

and prevention in different scenarios. Both may indicate welfare loss and justify proper

intervention.

Building on existing literature in economics and psychology, we introduce the Active

Unpacking with Money (AUM) process, a novel intervention designed specifically to coun-

teract the behavioral biases identified. The term “Unpacking” means that the participant

decomposes a packed health outcome description into separate components (Van Boven

and Epley, 2003); “Unpacking with Money” indicates that we focus on decomposing the

financial losses with a monetary scale; and “Active” suggests that the participants should

conduct calculations actively on their own. In other words, AUM prompts participants

to calculate the financial losses of a health outcome on their own. To our knowledge,

no other research has employed such a targeted and comprehensive approach to address

these biases in health decisions.

First, calculating financial losses increases salience (Spiller, 2011; Bordalo et al., 2022),

bringing attention to the previously under-noticed or neglected opportunity costs of falling

ill. Particularly, describing monetary losses unpacks the health outcome (Van Boven and

Epley, 2003; Savitsky et al., 2005). Studies on unpacking suggest that people tend to un-

derestimate the magnitude of a problem when judging it holistically, while our unpacking

procedure allows them to decompose the problem, make the implicit opportunity costs

explicit, and spur their risk perception (Wolff et al., 2019).

Additionally, money amounts provide a universal reference for scaling the severity of

a health outcome, thus alleviating the evaluability problems. Prior literature has shown

that a common and familiar scale provides an effective reference point for thinking and

makes people more sensitive to magnitudes, (Hsee et al., 2009; Hsee and Zhang, 2010),
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such as time duration (Morewedge et al., 2009) and associated probabilities (McGraw

et al., 2010; Pachur et al., 2014).

Finally, it may be more effective if consumers conduct the unpacking procedure them-

selves, as it may increase their level of agency and engagement (Muncy and Hunt, 1984;

Michaelidou and Dibb, 2008) and give them a personalized information profile (Kaufmann

et al., 2018) that can further help them make decisions in the health problem, allowing

the decision-maker to delve into the problem in a more effective way. These psychological

mechanisms improve judgment quality and promote effective precautions and could be

applied in various real-world scenarios, justifying the potential effectiveness of AUM.

To empirically showcase the effect of AUM, this paper presents the results of six on-

line experiments that test four sequential hypotheses. Experiment 1, using a small-scale

exploratory and demonstrative setup, reveals that people often overlook the financial im-

plications of health conditions unless explicitly reminded, as seen when they view financial

losses in an option list. By prompting subjects to provide open-ended responses about

experiencing severe back pain, we found that they rarely consider financial losses with-

out a reminder. However, when asked, nearly three times as many subjects highlighted

the “impact on finances” as the most crucial dimension among unselected categories.

This indicates that financial concerns related to health outcomes remain vital for many

decision-makers, even if they initially overlook them.

Experiments 2 and 3 demonstrate that by increasing the salience of financial losses,

AUM can significantly mitigate opportunity cost neglect and increase risk perception.

In both experiments, we investigated people’s perceived severity of a 3-month-long lung

problem which is likely to lead to sick leave, and asked people’s willingness-to-pay (WTP)

for guaranteed prevention. Experiment 2 demonstrated that, compared to merely provid-

ing information about financial loss without allowing users to manually calculate mone-

tary loss (Unpacking without Directly Mentioning Money), the AUM process significantly

increased perceived severity and Willingness-to-Pay for prevention. Experiment 3 served

as a supplement to Experiment 2, conducting a detailed exploration of the AUM mech-

anism through a five-arm design. It revealed that both the salience effect (explicitly

reminding of the existence of monetary loss) and the evaluability effect (providing spe-

cific values) had significant positive roles, while the role of agency (active engagement)

required further validation. Specifically, the salience effect impacts more on perceived
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severity, and the evaluability effect impacts more on the WTP. Overall, these experi-

ments show that AUM promotes people to think of money loss and thus take the disease

more seriously. We detect that the possibility of pure demand effect and over-debiasing

is thin, implying that the treatment effects are likely welfare-increasing.

Experiments 4 and 5 first showcase the prevalence of duration neglect (insensitivity

to time duration information) in hypothetical health outcome judgments. Then, it shows

that through increasing evaluability, AUM is effective in alleviating these biases. In

Experiment 4, we employed a 3×2 factorial design. We found that when participants were

merely provided with information about disease symptoms and duration (Control Group)

or given the same information but primed for numerical thinking through a calculation

task (Calculation Group), their sensitivity to disease duration information was notably

lower. In contrast, the AUM process significantly enhanced this sensitivity. In the first

two groups, people were entirely insensitive to whether the same severity of angina lasted

for 8 or 16 weeks. However, in the AUM group, the perceived severity and WTP for

prevention clearly increased when the duration was 16 weeks. With a 2×4 factorial

design, Experiment 5 conducted a robustness check for Experiment 4 both at the within-

subject and between-subject levels. It found that the conclusions at the between-subject

level remained stable, and at the within-subject level (the same person evaluating the

same disease multiple times but at different times), AUM could also increase sensitivity

to duration. The combination of these two experiments validated the role of AUM in

enhancing sensitivity to time, which is potentially welfare-increasing in many scenarios.

In Experiment 6, we explored the issue of probability insensitivity in hypothetical

health outcomes and prevention measure judgments (McGraw et al., 2010; Pachur et al.,

2014), and show that AUM effectively mitigates this problem by increasing evaluability.

Employing a 2x4 factorial design, we had participants in both control and AUM groups

see the same 3-month disease and income loss description, which had an 80% chance of oc-

currence. However, only the AUM group did an income loss calculation, and any incorrect

answers were corrected. Following this, participants were introduced to four preventive

measures, each reducing the disease contraction probability by 20pp, 30pp, 40pp, and

60pp, respectively. Our analyses, both between-subject and within-subject, revealed that

AUM heightened individuals’ sensitivity to probability changes. Echoing findings from

Experiment 4, participants in the control group showed no varied responses to changes in
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probability, whereas those in the AUM group did. This experiment emphasizes AUM’s ef-

fectiveness, indicating its potential to enhance judgment and decision-making in intricate

health contexts.

Based on all the experiments discussed, the AUM process clearly has a strong causal

effect: it enhances individuals’ risk perception of hypothetical health issues, heightens

sensitivity to disease-related time durations, and bolsters understanding and judgments

about prevention-related probabilities. As such, we assert that AUM is an intervention

with significant practical potential. Furthermore, we’ve detailed its psychological under-

pinnings and offered practical recommendations.

This paper provides clear methodological insights, both theoretical and practical. On

the theoretical front, our study not only integrates existing concepts but also introduces

the numerical evaluability theory to health decisions, marking an important supplement

to the health economics literature. We’ve introduced the numerical evaluability theory

to health decisions, marking a pioneering contribution in this field. The empirical signifi-

cance of our findings underscores the need for future research in health economics to con-

sider these biases. On a practical note, we present an easily implementable intervention

for health communicators, including governmental organizations, hospitals, and insurance

companies. This intervention aids audiences in enhancing their health decision-making

and has proven effective in various scenarios. Consider the recent hesitancy observed in

certain populations toward COVID-19 vaccination. If individuals were made aware of the

potential financial burdens of hospitalization or prolonged illness (Long COVID, which

may lead to long sick leaves (Cutler, 2022)), they might be more motivated to get vac-

cinated. Furthermore, we establish a framework for future researchers to explore deeper

into the impact of monetary mentions on promoting healthier behaviors.

The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 gives background in-

formation regarding behavioral biases in health judgments and sets up the theoretical

foundations of AUM. Section 3 gives a sketch of the experimental design and offers a

preview of the results. Section 4 shows the main results and primary mechanisms of

our experimental findings. Section 5 delves into the implications and limitations of this

paper. Section 6 concludes.
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2 Theoretical Foundations

2.1 Background and Motivation

Despite the undeniable importance of preventive behaviors in maintaining health (Cohen

et al., 1988; Kenkel, 1994), many individuals often overlook crucial preventive measures.

These include purchasing medical insurance (Hsee and Kunreuther, 2000; Kunreuther

et al., 2006; Baicker et al., 2012; Loewenstein et al., 2013), ensuring consistent con-

sumption in preparation for potential health shocks (Gertler and Gruber, 2002; Dercon

and Hoddinott, 2004), getting vaccinated (Dubé et al., 2013; MacDonald et al., 2015;

Dror et al., 2020), and applying other non-pharmaceutical disease prevention strategies

(Banerjee and Duflo, 2011; Linnemayr, 2015; Soofi et al., 2020). The failure to adopt

these preventive behaviors can result in the spread of preventable illnesses, escalating

healthcare costs, and, in severe cases, loss of life, underscoring the urgency of addressing

this gap.

These failures can be partially attributed to behavioral biases in health decision-

making, which may be multi-dimensional and complicated and, thus prone to cognitive

biases. Myopic judgments (Thaler and Benartzi, 2004; Kan, 2007; Wang and Sloan,

2018), health illiteracy and misinformation (Thaler and Benartzi, 2004; Kan, 2007; Wang

and Sloan, 2018; Southwell et al., 2019; Krishna and Thompson, 2021), and biased risk

perception (Brnstrm and Brandberg, 2010; Wolff et al., 2019) are all decision biases that

might drive people away from the optimal choice path and lead to insufficient prevention,

thereby harming their health and well-being. Specifically, as mentioned in the book

“Poor Economics” by Nobel Laureates Banerjee and Duflo (2011), people often overlook

and invest insufficiently in the “low-hanging fruit” in preventive work - these are simple

measures that do not cost much but have large potential preventive benefits, such as

mosquito nets, vaccines, masks, and healthy diet.

At the same time, however, people sometimes worry excessively about certain health

outcomes and devote themselves to over-prevention. A typical example is Side Effect

Aversion (Waters et al., 2007b,a), where people are afraid to afraid to take vaccines that

are proven safe by science due to fear of side effects (Rief, 2021), or even fear of all

medication use (referred to as pharmacophobia, De las Cuevas et al. (2018)). Another

example is over-insurance of modest risks (Sydnor, 2010), where people might invest too
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much in health insurance and services due to concerns about health problems. These

behavioral biases, whether leading to under-prevention or over-prevention, underscore

the complexities of health decision-making and highlight the need for interventions that

guide individuals toward optimal health choices. Before we engage in addressing these

biases, we should first turn to the theories that explain why they emerge.

Exploring the theory of behavioral decision-making related to prevention holds consid-

erable theoretical and practical significance for understanding these biases and designing

interventions. Neoclassical health economics, decision psychology, and public health all

employ different models for us to view and interpret the multifaceted nature of health

decision-making. These fields incorporate theories such as cost-benefit analysis (Johan-

nesson and Jönsson, 1991), expected utility theory (Meltzer, 2001), the life-cycle model

(Bleichrodt and Quiggin, 1999), the theory of planned behavior (Ajzen, 1991) (a theory

positing that intention, attitude, and perceived behavioral control influence behavior)

the health belief model (Janz and Becker, 1984; Gielen and Sleet, 2003) (a model that

focuses on individual perceptions of health threats and the benefits of avoiding them) and

the protection motivation theory (Rogers and Prentice-Dunn, 1997; Norman et al., 2015)

(a theory that examines how people are motivated to protect themselves from harmful

events or situations).

Investigating the common grounds of these theories, we find that optimal preventive

behavior necessitates a foundation built on the premise that "people have comprehen-

sive, consistent preferences for different health outcomes." Economic theories suggest this

depends on individuals conducting thorough evaluations and considerations of every di-

mension of a health outcome. They should also be able to correctly incorporate and

evaluate this multi-dimensional information to form consistent preferences over different

potential outcomes. In other words, rational individuals clearly understand the loss a

disease causes them on multiple dimensions, and these losses correspond to cumulative

disutility when summed. Then, they make choices and decisions based on the expected

utility.

Decision theory in microeconomics and the behavioral economics literature suggests

that, in reality, individuals may exhibit "bounded rationality," meaning their rationality

is limited, leading to systematic deviations from the classical utility function (Kahneman

and Tversky, 1984; Conlisk, 1996). Such deviations from perfect rationality can cause
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individuals to either ignore, underestimate, or overestimate certain aspects of real-world

decision-making. As a result, their judgments might not align with what is most beneficial

for them. Based on the literature in behavioral and health economics, these deviations

can be categorized into three distinct types, each underpinned by different economic

theories.

(1) When making evaluations, people tend to discard dimensions or attributes that

they deem "less important." This corresponds to one of the most classic theories in

behavioral economics: Rational Inattention (Sims, 2003; Sims et al., 2015; Brown and

Jeon, 2021). Its core idea is that people’s attention and bandwidth are limited. As a

result, they rationally allocate their attention, discarding those dimensions with a lower

impact on their welfare. Another well-known theory under this framework is Sparsity-

based Evaluation. This theory, first proposed by Gabaix (2014), suggests that real-world

economic decisions and evaluations are influenced by numerous dimensions. People often

ignore variables with less degree of change, minimal impact on deviation from optimal

choices, and minor effects on the final utility function, focusing only on a few crucial

variables. For instance, in health decisions, the price changes of some low-cost drugs or

vaccines might not significantly impact people, even if they are related to the decision.

Under Gabaix’s model, such factors would be neglected when making health insurance

choices.

(2) Individuals may overlook those less salient dimensions. Salience, first derived from

a cognitive psychology concept, is defined as "the distinct subjective perceptual quality

which makes some items in the world stand out from their neighbors and immediately grab

our attention" (Itti, 2007; Hoffman and Singh, 1997). Salience differs from the rational

attention problem mentioned in (1) as non-salient dimensions may indeed be important.

However, due to contextual factors, the decision-maker may not sufficiently notice these

dimensions or even overlook them altogether. For instance, when people think of smoking,

immediate pleasure or stress relief might be salient, giving people a high valuation of

cigarettes. However, in some countries, cigarette packs come with graphic images of the

harmful effects of smoking. These images aim to make the long-term health risks of

smoking more salient, countering the immediate gratification. The definition of salience

has long been context-based and case-by-case until Bordalo et al. (2013, 2020, 2022)

quantitatively described it in the theory of Salience and Consumer Choice, indicating
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that salience issues could lead to various decision-making biases during consumer choices,

such as reference-dependent preferences and inconsistent time preferences.

(3) Several other behavioral economics and decision science theories are also closely

related to this topic. For instance, the theory of opportunity cost neglect suggests that

non-salient opportunity costs—sometimes equated with implicit costs or encompassing

both implicit and explicit costs—are frequently underestimated or ignored by individuals

(Frederick et al., 2009; Spiller, 2011). However, this cognitive bias can be mitigated by

enhancing the salience of the existence of opportunity costs (as in the cigarette example

above). In addition, research by Wason (1968) has highlighted imperfections in people’s

deductive reasoning. These imperfections can lead them to overlook outcomes that,

while indirect or implicit, are both logically sound and practically significant. Less fluent

reasoning processes, for example, are more susceptible to biases (Trippas et al., 2014).

The query theory posits that under limited cognitive resources, the factors people consider

during health decision-making are often those that first come to mind or are most salient

(Johnson et al., 2007; Nielsen and Phillips, 2008). On the contrary, those attributes that

comes late are more prone to negligence.

When we synthesize these theories, a picture emerges suggesting that in the realm

of health economics, individuals might often overlook less obvious yet crucial aspects

of potential health outcomes. For instance, they might not fully consider the economic

ramifications of sick leave and medical expenses or the long-term effects a disease might

have on interpersonal relationships.

Even for dimensions with both genuine importance and salience, people may still ex-

hibit insufficient sensitivity to information about these dimensions, especially when the

information is numerically represented. This could result from two sources: numeracy

and evaluability. Numeracy (Fagerlin et al., 2007; Brooks and Pui, 2010) is a relatively

stable trait that depicts the propensity and ability of individuals to understand things

numerically. It is not easily influenced by interventions. On the other hand, evaluability,

which is less discussed in the economic literature, is primarily a context-based condi-

tion. However, this context often ties closely to the decision-makers’ (DM’s) experience.

Hsee (1996); Hsee et al. (1999); Hsee and Zhang (2010) investigated the determinants

of evaluability and established the significant General Evaluability Theory. In this the-

ory, evaluability is influenced by factors such as the mode (whether the alternatives are
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evaluated jointly or separately, for example, comparing two health insurance plans side

by side versus evaluating them individually), the DM’s familiarity with the evaluated at-

tribute/alternative, and the inherent nature of the evaluated attribute (the fundamental

characteristics that make an attribute more or less evaluable).

Firstly, familiarity with the dimension is crucial. Morewedge et al. (2009) suggested

that individuals are more numerically sensitive to experiences they are familiar with

or have encountered before and less sensitive to hypothetical scenarios they have not

experienced. This could be particularly important in health decision-making, especially

in preventive measures, as individuals often lack prior experience with the diseases they

need to prevent rather than cure.

Secondly, Mode (evaluation mode) refers to a phenomenon known as the JE-SE (joint

evaluation vs. separate evaluation) paradox (Hsee et al., 1999). Individuals are more

sensitive to unfamiliar numerical indices under joint evaluation than under separate eval-

uation. This could have implications in many medical decision, as it might suggest a

preference reversal between situations of no comparison (SE) and comparison (JE). For

instance, Zikmund-Fisher et al. (2004) showed an interesting example as follows:

Table 1: An Example of JE-SE Preference Reversal in Health Decisions

Doctor Name MD Institution Eye Surgery Performance
Dr.Bettereyes Harvard 80 successes/year
Dr.Seebetter U.Iowa 300 successes/year

The existence of JE-SE preference reversal has been revealed in health psychology

literature but not in economics yet. In the choice structure above, when the two doctors

were evaluated jointly, the average rating for Dr.Bettereyes and Dr.Seebetter were 5.7 and

8.4 on a 0-10 scale, with the latter being strongly preferred. However, single evaluation

generated the opposite: the scores were 6.4 and 5.9. The reason for this reversal is that

numbers of 80/300 are not easily evaluated without a comparison as people are not famil-

iar with them. But in joint evaluation, it is easy to find that 80 is “not sufficiently large.”

For more examples, see Zikmund-Fisher et al. (2004, 2010); Zikmund-Fisher (2019)).

Lastly, Nature (the nature of the item being evaluated) matters as well. Certain
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indices that are instinctively encoded in human genetics can elicit a higher degree of

sensitivity (Shen et al., 2012), such as knowing intuitively that water at 53 degrees Celsius

is too hot for a bath, but 40 degrees is tolerable. However, it’s more challenging to

assess the value difference between a 0.53-carat and a 0.4-carat diamond. Affect-richness

(Rottenstreich and Hsee, 2001) is also a part of the Nature category. Affect-rich indicators

often imply poorer evaluability and numerical sensitivity (Pachur et al., 2014; Suter et al.,

2016).

To sum up, the evaluability of individual preventive health assessments and decisions

is frequently affected by these issues, making them a significant potential challenge to

rational health decision-making.

While traditional behavioral economic models often group these biases together, dif-

ferentiating them has considerable significance. For instance, categories (2) and (3) are

often not distinctive in salience literature. However, they exhibit significant differences in

psychological mechanisms. This has important theoretical and practical implications, as

the interventions applicable to each might differ. For instance, if a vaccine has an efficacy

rate of 83%, even if the center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) prominently

displays this efficacy information, people might still be unclear about whether 83% truly

represents a highly effective vaccine, making it challenging for them to make the best

choice for themselves. By assessing the three types of biases, (1), (2), and (3), we can

see that in realistic health decisions, bias (1) yields relatively smaller welfare losses since

it relates to dimensions deemed ’less important’. However, both (2) and (3) have the

potential to result in significant welfare losses. Given that numeracy is a relatively stable

trait and not easily changed, our discussion on designing intervention methods in this

paper mainly focuses on the issues of salience and evaluability.

2.2 Theoretical Foundation for AUM

In the preceding discussion, we identified several significant biases that individuals may

exhibit when facing potential health outcomes. For instance, when not made salient,

people may overlook the opportunity costs of illness, such as financial losses from sick

leave. Such biases can lead to insufficient risk perception, subsequently causing individ-

uals to fail to take adequate preventive measures. Furthermore, when the evaluability of

health-related information, especially numerical data, is poor, people may be insensitive
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to the variances in this information, like the duration of illness, incidence rate, or the

effectiveness of a vaccine, or even completely ignore it. The second type of cognitive bias

implies preference reversals, and this bias can result in either excessive or inadequate risk

perception and preventive behavior. In general, these biases may amplify fears of minor

risks while diminishing the perceived threats of major ones. Both the existing literature

and empirical cases presented in this article demonstrate that these two types of biases

are likely to be pervasive.

Salience-based nudges (Thaler and Sunstein, 2009; Sunstein, 2017b) are a common

strategy that researchers and policymakers use to tackle the salience issue. These nudges

work without employing manipulative constraints or imposing significant incentives (Sun-

stein, 2017a). They promote individuals to make certain choices by enhancing the salience

of easily overlooked dimensions or options. Intervention designers often increase individ-

uals’ emphasis on a specific dimension or certain options. They change attitudes and

behaviors by prominently displaying an option, priming a certain way of thinking, or re-

minding decision-makers of a dimension’s existence or importance. These strategies aim

to guide individuals towards the desired choice.

Salience-based nudges are effectively and widely applied in health interventions (Vall-

gårda, 2012; Blumenthal-Barby and Burroughs, 2012). They have been successfully ap-

plied in various scenarios related to prevention such as promoting healthy food choice

(Wilson et al., 2016; Kroese et al., 2016; Bucher et al., 2016; Hoenink et al., 2020), health

insurance take-ups (Wright et al., 2017), increasing vaccination (Milkman et al., 2021;

Dai et al., 2021; Reñosa et al., 2021), and encouraging non-pharmaceutical preventive

behaviors against diseases (Blackwell et al., 2017; Weijers and de Koning, 2021; Shiraly

et al., 2022). These studies provide a robust foundation for utilizing salience-based nudg-

ing strategies to address the often-neglected financial implications of health issues. In

our experimental design, a key manipulation involves emphasizing the potential financial

losses associated with illness.

Another method that may serve as a helpful supplement is unpacking (Van Boven

and Epley, 2003; Savitsky et al., 2005). This approach involves breaking down a general

or vague description into more detailed components, providing a more clarified decom-

position for the implicit attributes. An unpacked outcome description offers information

on both explicit and implicit outcomes and costs, addressing the salience problem and
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increases risk perception. Research has supported this theory, such as in areas like task

workload (Kruger and Evans, 2004), group-work allocation (Savitsky et al., 2005), and

risk assessment (Johnson et al., 1993; Tversky and Koehler, 1994; Wolff et al., 2019). For

instance, subjects perceive the likelihood of death from specific causes (e.g., cancer or

heart attack) to be higher than from general causes like “natural causes” (Tversky and

Koehler, 1994). Apparently, these effects are highly related to our intervention design.

It’s crucial to understand that while salience-based strategies typically enhance risk

perception and behavior, from a neoclassical economist’s viewpoint, this enhancement

might not always be beneficial. Effective interventions shouldn’t excessively amplify

risk assessment, as this can lead to over-prevention behaviors like pharmacophobia2 and

vaccine hesitancy. The ultimate goal is to ensure that perceived risk aligns closely with

the actual, objective risk.

Based on our research and findings, we posit that a high-quality risk assessment should

exhibit ample sensitivity to fluctuations in risk dimensions, such as disease duration, inci-

dence rate, and the efficacy of preventive measures. The evaluability challenge, which we

touched upon earlier, directly pertains to this concern. In certain situations, individuals

may not only show reduced sensitivity to these numerical indicators but might be entirely

oblivious to their significance.

Numerical evaluability for hypothetical health outcomes is typically low. This is be-

cause these outcomes are hypothetical, and since people haven’t experienced them, they

tend to be unfamiliar. This unfamiliarity results in a lack of intuitive understanding and

sensitivity to aspects like the severity and duration of illness. Diseases inherently have an

affect-rich nature and don’t have a clear quantitative mental scale, complicating quan-

titative evaluations. Existing research and the observation that people often overlook

financial loss suggest that using financial loss as a metric to measure disease could be

effective. By quantifying financial loss, we can address the challenges of unfamiliarity

and the affect-rich nature of diseases. Economically independent individuals frequently

encounter financial decisions, making monetary scenarios more familiar to them. Addi-

tionally, money, in contrast to pain, is less emotionally charged and has a clear quan-

titative scale, simplifying its evaluation (Rottenstreich and Hsee, 2001; McGraw et al.,

2010). Consequently, biases such as probability weighting (Baillon et al., 2022) and even
2According to the NIH, pharmacophobia is a fear of medication and a negative attitude toward drugs

in general
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probability insensitivity and minimax heuristics (Pachur et al., 2014) can be mitigated.

According to the theories above, designing a financial loss reminder that specifies an

explicit money amount may give the intervention the dual advantage of addressing both

types of biases. This can lead to marked improvements in risk perception and numerical

sensitivity. We term this intervention strategy Unpacking Health Outcomes with Money

(UM). Arguably, this approach can significantly enhance the quality of decision-making.

However, the pure Unpacking with Money approach may have crucial limitations.

The primary concern is the lack of personalization in the UM method. Economic losses

from diseases correlate with factors like income levels, health insurance coverage, and the

availability of paid sick leave. These factors can vary significantly among individuals.

While developed countries might boast high-level health insurance and free medical care,

variations in income levels and sick leave policies still influence potential income losses

from illnesses. Medical information platforms, such as government websites and hospi-

tal portals, typically don’t have direct access to individual income or sick leave details.

Consequently, they can’t provide precise health loss estimates for every user. Even for

family doctors, obtaining this information presents technical and ethical challenges. In

practical terms, UM might have to resort to presenting an “average” estimate to all users,

which could limit its effectiveness. This realization drives our motivation to refine our

intervention strategy.

So, how to make the UM (Unpacking with Money) approach more feasible and effec-

tively align it with users’ real-life experiences? First and foremost, information person-

alization is a direction for optimization. Several studies have validated its effectiveness

in enhancing user experience and decision-making. Our theory suggests that when we

provide users with economic loss information tailored to their circumstances, they find

it highly familiar, making the information more evaluable. As a result, users are more

inclined to make high-quality decisions. Additionally, user agency and engagement are

pivotal. Research in social psychology, including cognitive dissonance theory and self-

perception theory, indicates that users are more accepting of conclusions they derive

through active involvement. With this in mind, our goal is to offer users a standard-

ized, user-friendly calculation method, empowering them to compute potential economic

losses from diseases independently. This not only addresses the operational challenges

discussed earlier but also potentially amplifies intervention effects through personalization
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and active engagement. We term this strategy Active Unpacking with Money (AUM).

While many health interventions have explored salience nudging, personalization and

user engagement as key factors for success, our AUM strategy offers a nuanced approach

that combines these strategies and conducts a novel improvement. By integrating fi-

nancial metrics into health outcomes, we aim to simultaneously cope with salience and

evaluability problems, systematically improve the quality of preventive decisions.

3 Experimental Design: A Roadmap

In this section, we outline a comprehensive roadmap detailing the experimental design

schemes associated with AUM. Alongside this, we offer a concise rationale behind each

experimental design to ensure clarity in our approach.

Our journey begins with Experiment 1, which probes how often individuals consider

the financial ramifications of health conditions without any intervention. Using open-

ended queries about severe back pain, we aimed to gauge if financial concerns naturally

spring to mind for individuals contemplating health scenarios. Additionally, we intro-

duced subtle reminders to ascertain their importance in this context. Experiments 2

and 3 delve into the primary effects of AUM, offering preliminary insights into its cogni-

tive mechanisms. These studies evaluate if actively calculating potential financial losses

can bolster risk assessments and the willingness-to-pay (WTP) for preventive actions.

Experiment 3 further unpacks the intricacies of the AUM approach, shedding light on

the influence of salience, evaluability, and agency. Experiments 4 and 5 confront the

issue of duration neglect, where decision-makers might disregard the potential duration

of an illness. By integrating the AUM methodology, we assess its efficacy in heightening

sensitivity to disease duration variations, aiming to refine risk perception quality. Con-

cluding with Experiment 6, we address the bias of probability insensitivity, focusing on

perceptions surrounding health outcomes and preventive measure efficacy. By varying

disease prevention probabilities, our goal is to discern if AUM can amplify individuals’

adjustment to such probability shifts.

The details of the experimental design and the results will be elaborated in Section

4 and the appendix. For convenience, Table 2 demonstrates the logical structures and

preview of the results of all six experiments.
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Table 2: A Roadmap of All Six Experiments and Preview of Results 

 
 





 



4 Experimental Procedures and Results

In this part, we provide more detailed reports of the experimental procedures and main

findings from Experiments 1-6.

4.1 Experiment 1: People Rarely Consider Financial Impacts of

Health Conditions Unless Reminded

In Experiment 1, we employed a semi-quantitative approach to investigate the cognitive

patterns that emerge when individuals contemplate a health outcome. Our methodology

rests upon the theories of opportunity cost neglect and the query theory (Johnson et

al., 2007). When individuals evaluate an outcome and make decisions based on this

evaluation, they tend to rely on readily available information in their minds.

Experiment 1 was conducted on Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk), a popular plat-

form for online decision experiments. We used the CloudResearch platform as an inter-

mediary. The experiment took place on February 5th, 2023, and we obtained a total

of N = 145 effective responses.3 on February 5th, 2023, obtaining a total of N = 145

effective responses. Participants imagined experiencing severe back pain by reading a

description provided by the World Health Organization, “Severe back pain for three

weeks, which would cause difficulty dressing, sitting, standing, walking, and

lifting things. Meanwhile, you sleep poorly and feel worried.”

Following this exercise, they were asked to generate sequential open-ended statements

that reflected their thoughts on experiencing these symptoms. All respondents provided

at least three responses. After typing “Done,” they were asked to classify each of their

responses into exactly one of the following categories: individual physical impact, in-

dividual emotional impact, impact on family, impact on social life, impact on finances,

prevention, treatment, and “none of the above.” It’s important to note that this was

the first time participants were exposed to the alternative list, ensuring they weren’t

primed or reminded of these options during their free association tasks. They were al-

lowed to choose the same category for multiple statements. Finally, from the unchosen

options, participants could select one that they also deemed important. This last step

was designed to offer suggestive evidence of opportunity cost neglect.
3Eligibility criteria for all experiments included: Human Intelligence Task (HIT) approval rate of 95%

or above, a minimum of 100 approved HITs, and being CloudResearch-approved participants.
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This experiment’s analysis is exploratory. We documented how often respondents

selected “impact on finances” for each query in their open-ended statements and for the

concluding supplementary question. For a robustness check, we hired a research assistant

to independently code the open-ended statements into the same categories.

Figure 1: Frequency of Items Mentioned in Free Association

Figure 2: Proportion of Participants Mentioning the Item at Least Once

At a glance, our results highlight a consistent trend: participants rarely factored in

financial consequences in their open-ended responses, a pattern we’ll explore in depth
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below. Out of 145 subjects, the self-reported classification showed that only 6, 7, 4, and

7 mentioned financial impacts in their first, second, third, and subsequent statements,

respectively, totaling n=24 (16%). The research assistants’ coding yielded even lower

numbers: 3 for the first, 3 for the second, 4 for the third, and 7 for subsequent statements,

totaling n=17 (12%), which ranked among the least concerned categories. If we do not

include double-counting and look at the proportion of participants mentioning the item at

least once, the numbers were even lower, respectively 19 (13%) and 15 (10%) for original

response and RA-coded responses.

On the contrary, a considerable number of participants (n=41, 28%) reported that

“impact on finances” was the most important dimension among the unselected categories.

It ranks among the highest of all categories in the last call. While the graph under-

represents emotional and physical impacts, the surge in "Impact on finances" queries

underscores its significance.

Figure 3: Frequency of Participants Mentioning the Item at the Last Call

Qualitatively, there’s a stark contrast between spontaneously considering financial

implications and selecting "money" from previously overlooked categories. This provides

preliminary evidence that financial concerns related to health outcomes are critical to

many decision-makers, but they may be ignored if not explicitly prompted. Our data

also reveals a significant increase in concerns about the ’Impacts on family,’ representing

another implicit opportunity cost of illness. Collectively, these findings suggest that
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while implicit impacts might not be top-of-mind, they gain prominence when adequately

highlighted. This experiment’s results are consistent with theories on salience-based

decisions, query theory, and opportunity cost neglect, setting the foundation for our

following interventions: cognitive biases do exist in these scenarios, and there is potential

that behavioral nudges can significantly change the

4.2 Experiment 2: AUM Enhances Health Risk Perception

We argued that due to salience and evaluability problems, people may overlook financial

losses from negative health outcomes and thus have an insufficient risk perception, and

that AUM is an effective debiasing tool. In Experiments 2 and 3, we showcase the effec-

tiveness and psychological mechanisms of AUM through randomized online experiments.

4.2.1 Experimental Procedures

Experiment 2 is designed to empirically test the net effect of AUM on health risk per-

ception. Experiment 1 suggests that just giving some “hints” about money may prompt

people to think of financial losses for getting sick. However, this effect may still be pe-

ripheral, and many people still did not choose financial losses as a major concern. This

finding and our theoretical predictions motivate us to introduce active participation in

this experiment.

Experiment 2 was a preregistered experiment (AsPredicted #126197) conducted on

MTurk through CloudResearch on Mar 23rd, 2023. 635 participants on MTurk took the

experiment. After informed consent, the participants were randomly assigned to one of

the three groups (control group, Active Unpacking with Money group (AUM) and Pure

Information (INFO)). 613 effective responses 4 were collected.

All participants were presented with a description adapted from a WHO document.

The control group merely saw symptom and duration information: “The person has

a persistent cough and fever, is short of breath, feels weak, has lost a lot of

weight. This lasts for three months.” In contrast, the AUM and INFO groups saw

the same description with an additional sentence indicating financial loss information,

“...and has to take unpaid leave and miss three months’ income.” It is impor-

tant to clarify two things here:
4participants who give non-zero WTP responses.
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(1)In this setup and all the following ones, we only do the unpacking with missed in-

come of the sick leave. Although this approach doesn’t cover all financial costs (notably,

it doesn’t unpack medical expenses), we still believe it’s the optimal design in an online

environment. This is because medical expenses are greatly influenced by medical con-

ditions and insurance status. Firstly, there’s a significant variation among participants

that’s hard to measure, and secondly, estimating these expenses is challenging. In con-

trast, financial loss can be approximated relatively accurately just by knowing monthly

income and the duration of sick leave. This setup not only minimizes distractions but

is also easier for participants to understand. Experiments 2-6 will all adopt the AUM

procedure focusing on sick leave.

(2)In this experiment, there may be informational differences between the control

group and the treatment groups because getting the aforementioned symptoms does not

guarantee sick leave (although very likely). However, there is no informational difference

between the two treatment groups.

Following this, the AUM group was asked to calculate the hypothetical financial loss

resulting from losing three months of personal income based on their annual income

reported at the beginning of the experiment. The INFO and control groups, however,

were asked to perform an unrelated calculation task that was similarly difficult and of

comparable numerical scope. This task was designed to prevent any confounding effects

of anchoring and adjustment (Epley and Gilovich, 2006) on the results. Accordingly, the

AUM and INFO groups only differ in the nature of the calculation task (financial losses

vs. a non-pecuniary computation), and the INFO and control groups only differ in the

information on unpaid sick leave.
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Figure 4: A Comparison of the User Interface of the AUM and Irrelevant Calculation

Afterward, participants were instructed to imagine that the health outcome described

in the previous section would occur to them. They then answered questions about the

severity rating of the health outcome using a 0-100 slider scale. Subsequently, partic-

ipants were asked about their willingness-to-pay (WTP), in dollars, for a hypothetical

prevention. This prevention would be guaranteed to eliminate the possibility of experi-

encing the health outcome, which would otherwise surely occur without any preventive

measures. The design of this phase aimed to create a conceptual environment where

participants could evaluate the negative health outcome without the influence of risk and

uncertainty.

4.2.2 Results

After removing extreme outliers, we present two violin plots. These plots depict the

responses of individuals in three different experimental conditions, focusing on their WTP

(in log form) and Perceived Severity. In this experiment, we mainly focus on logarithms

because of their higher robustness against extreme values. We did the balanced tests for

the three groups, and random allocation is showcased5.
5In all following experiments, balance tests are assumed to be passed and only abnormal results (if

any) will be reported.
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Figure 5: Perceived Severity and Log-WTP for a Prevention in Three Groups

The base of the logarithm is e. The violin plot indicates the density function at each value on
the Y-axis. The solid horizontal lines are 25%, 50% (median) and 75% quantiles. The crossings
in center positions are means. The dashed horizontal lines are +1 and -1 standard deviations.
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Compared with the control, the INFO group has a significantly higher severity rating

of the health outcome (t(401) = 2.20, p=0.03, Cohen’s d = 0.219), and a significantly

higher willingness-to-pay (in log form) for the hypothetical prevention (t(401) = 3.14,

p=0.002, Cohen’s d = 0.313).

Compared with the control, the AUM group has a significantly higher severity rating

of the health outcome (t(406) = 5.31, p<0.001, Cohen’s d = 0.526) and a significantly

higher willingness-to-pay (in log form) for the hypothetical prevention (t(406) =5.82,

p<0.001, Cohen’s d = 0.576).

Finally, the AUM group outperformed the INFO group in increasing people’s severity

rating of the health outcome (t(413) = 3.20, p=0.001, Cohen’s d = 0.314) and people’s

willingness-to-pay (in log form) for the hypothetical prevention (t(413) = 2.51, p = 0.01,

Cohen’s d = 0.246). All of our major findings are robust to adding common control

variables, such as age, income, and completion time.

The findings in Experiment 2 demonstrate that the AUM procedure significantly

enhances the level of the risk perception. Indeed, the median response within the AUM

group ($1000) was four times as high as the Control group ($250), and twice as high as

the INFO group ($500). It is important to note that these numbers remain significantly

lower than a three-month wage loss for the majority of participants. This suggests two

key insights: (1) participants did not merely replicate their earlier calculations, and (2)

there was approximately no over-reporting. Even with the AUM procedure, participants

still underestimated the true magnitude of the potential loss.

4.2.3 Exploring Heterogeneous Effects: Do We Have to Calculate Incor-

rectly?

In this experiment, an intriguing observation was that only 129 out of 210 (61.4%) par-

ticipants correctly completed the AUM task. This might be due to a lack of attention

or lower numeracy skills. However, what we are more interested in is whether the AUM

still has a significant effect on those who made mistakes in the AUM calculation task.

Therefore, in this section, we conducted two exploratory heterogeneity analyses. The first

is a direct analysis where we compared the LogWTP of the 129 correct participants with

the 81 who made errors. We found a statistically significant difference: those who were

correct (mean=7.16, sd=1.68) had a notably higher WTP than those who were incor-
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rect (mean=6.28, sd=2.03) with t=3.40, p<0.01. This seems to suggest that calculating

correctly leads to a more pronounced effect.

However, this analysis did not account for the inherent differences between those

who answered correctly and those who did not, which limits its interpretability. In this

experiment, the INFO group had the same information set and performed a numerical

task similar to the AUM group, which can help us delve deeper into the story behind

the heterogeneity. We first conducted a balance test and found no significant difference

in the accuracy rates between the two groups (with 132 correct participants in the INFO

group, an accuracy rate of 64.3%, and the pairwise test p-value > 0.1). This suggests that

regardless of the group, there might be participants with high or low numeracy and/or

attention, and they can be matched correspondingly. Therefore, we can use a matching

method to examine the effects of AUM in these two distinct populations.

In the INFO group, participants who answered correctly had a mean LogWTP of 6.64

(sd=2.05), while those who answered incorrectly had a mean LogWTP of 5.83 (sd=1.55).

Within AUM and INFO groups, a joint Chow-test (with the interaction term being

AUM and correctness) indicates no statistically significant differences (t=0.17) between

participants who answered correctly and those who did not. A similar lack of significance

is observed for perceived severity.

These findings suggest that, for now, what we have observed is that AUM is effective

for both the high numeracy/attention correct group and the low numeracy/attention

incorrect group, with little difference between them. This means that even for those

who may not have sufficient numeracy or did not pay enough attention, AUM might

still enhance their risk perception. However, the current results have not delved into

whether correcting the answers for the low numeracy/attention incorrect group to match

the correct group would be significantly beneficial. We explore this issue in more depth

in the next experiment.
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4.3 Experiment 3: Salience and Evaluability as Major Mecha-

nisms of Risk Perception Change

4.3.1 Experimental Procedures

Experiment 3 was designed as a natural extension of Experiment 2. While Experiment

2 introduced us to the net increasing effects of the AUM process on risk perception,

Experiment 3 aimed to dissect these effects in depth. Experiment 3 reveals the individual

contributions of salience, evaluability, and active engagement in shaping risk perceptions.

Employing a five-arm randomized design, we differentiate the effects of increasing salience,

improving evaluability, and giving agency in enhancing people’s risk perception.

We adopted the same stimuli (a non-lethal lung disease lasting for three months)

and dependent variables (perceived severity and willingness to pay for prevention) as in

the previous experiment. Also, unlike the last experiment, we carefully manipulated the

expression of information in each group to ensure that participants in the five groups

received identical information.

In the Non-salient control group (Group 1), monetary loss information is logically

guaranteed, but its salience was kept minimal. The descriptive text was ‘The person

has a persistent cough and fever, is short of breath, feels weak, has lost a

lot of weight during the past three months, and has to take an unpaid leave

meanwhile.” Since the sick leave is unpaid, a three-month loss of wages is inevitable.

In the Salient control group (Group 2), the description was modified to “. . .and has

to take an unpaid leave and miss three months’ income.” This explicit wording

enhanced the salience of income loss. However, it did not quantify the loss, thus not

significantly increasing its evaluability.

In Group 3, the AUM group, we followed the same approach as in Experiment 2.

We used the same description as Group 2 but asked the participants to calculate it

after seeing the description. It, therefore, accounted for both salience and evaluability.

However, the AUM group does not guarantee correct decisions by individuals. Thus,

evaluability might be insufficient for those who make incorrect computations, or even

offer a wrong benchmark for WTP elicitation.

To cope with this effect and to answer the remaining question in Section 4.2.3, we

added Group 4, “the Full-AUM Group,” which provided an error correction and offered
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the right way of calculation and the correct answer for those who made a mistake in the

AUM calculation. This provides the maximally effective treatment of AUM and offers

unique information on the upper-bound treatment effect.

Finally, to separately observe whether agency alone constitutes a part of the mecha-

nism, we included the fifth group. This group also ensured both salience and evaluability.

The calculated result was directly displayed on the user interface, eliminating the need for

users to manually calculate. The information presented to the users was “. . .and has to

take unpaid leave and miss three months’ income, which is about $XXXXX

according to your annual income.” This treatment may act as another potential

upper-bound benchmark, as it offers the strongest anchoring effect and an authoritative

conclusion, which may or may not offset the Active engagement effect.

Experiment 3 used the same dependent variables (Perceived Severity on a 0-100 scale

and WTP for guaranteed prevention) as Experiment 2. Demographics, self-reported

numeracy (Fagerlin et al., 2007; Zikmund-Fisher et al., 2007), and economic resilience

information were also collected6. This experiment was conducted on MTurk through

CloudResearch between July 5th and July 14th, 2023, with 671 subjects completing their

experiments. To minimize the noise from insufficient attention and extreme outliers,

the main analysis drops the subjects with abnormally low income7, extremely values of

willingness-to-pay elicitation8, insufficient total response time9, or potentially inattentive

response in numeracy scales (all reporting 1 or 6). These exclusion criteria led to 490 core

responses. In a robustness check, where the exclusion criteria are stricter,10, we obtained

636 effective responses.

4.3.2 Analysis

We analyze the results from three perspectives. Firstly, we employ different model specifi-

cations and observation inclusion criteria. Our aim is to compare the most comprehensive

Full-AUM process with the average severity ratings and LogWTP of the other four groups.

We also conduct specific pairwise comparisons to determine the relative importance of the
6We asked whether the participant would have enough cash, or money in your checking/saving account

to cover a $500 expense if the participant encountered an emergency expense. If the participants answers
“Yes” the same question will be asked about a $3000 expense.

7≤$10,000 a year
8≤$50 or ≥$1M
9<120s

10WTP ≤$50 or ≥$1M, Income ≤ $5000, response time <90s
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three different mechanisms. Consequently, we perform exploratory heterogeneity analy-

ses. Our aim is to examine whether the proposed mechanisms have stronger or weaker

effects in specific subgroups with different socioeconomic backgrounds or psychological

characteristics. This analysis aims to understand the potential variations in the effects of

the mechanisms across different populations. Finally, we explore alternative mechanisms

and conduct robustness checks to demonstrate why they are unlikely to significantly im-

pact our results. This evidence underscores the robustness of our findings. It supports

the argument that these alternative mechanisms are unlikely to compromise the validity

of our conclusions.

Figure 6: Perceived Severity and Log-WTP for a Prevention in Five Groups

Note: The violin plot indicates the density function at each value on the Y-axis. The solid
horizontal lines are 25%, 50% (median) and 75% quantiles. The crossings in center positions

are means. The dashed horizontal lines are +1 and -1 standard deviations.

Figure 6B above reveals that the full AUM process yields the highest average Log-

WTP. It is strongly higher than the two control groups that do not mention monetary loss.

For instance, in terms of median, the WTP value in the AUM group is about fourfold of

those in Control and Salience groups. It is also significantly higher (p < 0.05 in the core

sample (N=490), approximately 0.10 in the full sample (N=636)) than the incomplete
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AUM group. It is slightly higher (statistically insignificant) than the UM group, where the

answer is directly provided to the user. This analysis further demonstrates the statistical

significance of the AUM effect and its substantial economic significance.

Moreover, it indicates that the net impact solely from Active engagement is not sub-

stantial or that the positive impact of Active engagement may be offset by the authority

effect of directly providing the answer and a more pronounced anchoring effect.

Pairwise comparisons between the groups mentioning amount or not indicate that

numbers matter; they have set up a good benchmark for people to file in their WTP for

prevention, though the existence of other biases may still block people from inputting

a sufficiently large amount. This is clear evidence for the evaluability effect, which is

more obvious when combining our finding in Experiment 2 that pure anchoring did not

significantly matter. Finally, pairwise comparisons show that for WTP, a money reference

is fundamental, while the direct salience effect is relatively limited.

Figure 7: Perceived Severity and Log-WTP for a Prevention in Five Groups

The violin plot indicates the density function at each value on the Y-axis. The solid horizontal
lines are 25%, 50% (median), and 75% quantiles. The crossings in center positions are means.

The dashed horizontal lines are +1 and -1 standard deviations.

However, when it comes to severity rating (Figure 7), the differences are lower across
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groups. The only group with a significantly low severity rating is the non-salient control

group. This shows that the salience effect plays a more crucial role when the dependent

variable is subjective severity.

Combining the analysis on Log-WTP and severity in Experiments 2 and 3, we can

reach the conclusion that both salience and evaluability play crucial roles in shaping risk

perception, but their dominance varies based on the outcome measure. Salience seems

more influential for subjective severity ratings, while evaluability has a more pronounced

effect on WTP. Nevertheless, the evidence effects of Active engagement may be thin if

we offer the strongest non-active intervention (directly giving the numerical answer).

To further investigate the mechanisms and check the robustness, we conduct hetero-

geneous analyses by interacting with our crucial pairwise comparisons such as income,

economic resilience, self-reported numeracy, and correctness in AUM calculation. No

strong and robust moderation is detected, and details will be seen in the forthcoming

Online Appendix.

4.4 Experiment 4: AUM Enhances Sensitivity to Diseases’ Time

Horizon

Experiment 2-3 discussed how AUM helps resolve the opportunity cost neglect problems

regarding prevention and enhanced risk perception. In the following three experiments,

we will show that AUM not only increases the level of health risk perception but also the

sensitivity to the numerical difference underlying health risks. Particularly, Experiments

4-5 focus on duration neglect, and Experiment 6 on probability insensitivity.

Duration neglect (time horizon insensitivity) is a commonly detected decision bias

that the evaluation of unpleasant experiences responds insufficiently to time duration

(Fredrickson and Kahneman, 1993; Holyoak and Morrison, 2005; Morewedge et al., 2009),

and this insensitivity is particularly stronger for unfamiliar scenarios (Morewedge et al.,

2009). However, the real impact and course of many health issues are closely related (or

even directly proportional) to duration, considering factors such as medical expenses for

certain treatments or wage losses due to sick leave. In the context where these losses play

a significant role, it is necessary to consider the duration factor when assessing potential

health consequences to protect their own interest. If people exhibit significant duration

neglect when faced with these hypothetical scenarios, they may adopt inadequate or
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excessive preventive measures, leading to welfare losses.

Experiment 4 and Experiment 5 employed a between-subject and a within-subject

(between-subject analysis still available) experimental design, respectively, to explore the

alleviation of duration neglect through AUM. We provided robust evidence to demon-

strate that AUM is indeed effective in addressing duration neglect. Furthermore, we

discussed why such improvements will likely lead to welfare improvements.

4.4.1 Experimental Procedures

We designed a 2×3 factorial design to separate out the effect of pure calculation (priming

a calculative mindset) and the direct effects of AUM. In the control group, we investigated

the scope sensitivity with a description mentioning only the physical consequences.

Experiment 4 was conducted on MTurk through CloudResearch, and the data was

collected on Apr. 3, 2023. After informed consent, participants were randomly assigned

to one of the six groups (Control-8, Control-16, Calculation-8, Calculation-16, AUM-8,

and AUM-16). 959 participants took part in the experiment, and we acquired 846 effective

responses after eliminating ineligible and potentially inattentive11 or extreme responses12.

Every participant saw a description of 8- or 16-week-long Angina Pectoris adapted

from the WHO document. The four arms’ participants in Control and Calculation groups

saw the description with only symptom and duration information. However, the two AUM

groups saw the same description plus a sentence showing information about financial

losses. Then, the AUM group was asked to calculate the hypothetical financial loss from

losing three months’ personal income based on the income elicitation at the beginning of

the experiment. The Calculation groups, designed to tease out numerical priming effects,

did an irrelevant placeholder task which is the same as that in Experiment 2. The control

group did no calculation. In this experiment, we allowed for information difference for

two reasons: (1) we are studying the evaluability effect, not the salience effect, which

is justified by Experiments 2 and 3; and (2) we intend to study this effect as if it is a

real-world comparison between a description without mentioning money and an AUM

scenario.

After the treatment, participants imagined the hypothetical scenario that the health

outcome would occur to themselves and elicited their perceived severity and WTP for
11Response time <75s
12WTP<$50 or >$500K
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a guaranteed preventive measure following Experiment 2. Necessary demographics were

collected.

4.4.2 Results

We begin by conducting a pairwise check on the time duration sensitivity across the three

pairs of comparisons. Using T-tests, we found that the time horizon differences in the

Control and Calculation groups did not result in any statistically significant differences in

severity perception (mean (Control8) = 74.4, mean (Control16) = 71.3, t=-1.30, p=0.19;

mean (Calculation8) = 68.7, mean (Calculation16) = 71.7, t=1.16, p=0.25) and the

logarithm of WTP for prevention (Log-WTP) (mean (Control8) = 6.67, mean (Control16)

= 6.62,t = -0.32, p = 0.75; mean (Calculation8) = 6.69, mean (Calculation16) = 6.73,

t=0.255, p=0.80). This shows that without mapping with money, consumers may show

insensitivity to the time duration of an unfamiliar disease in a hypothetical scenario.

Moreover, there is evidence that this insensitivity cannot be mitigated by merely priming

a calculative mindset. Hypotheses 1A and 1B are rejected. On the contrary, we find

that the AUM treatment was effective. The t-tests showed significant horizon sensitivity

in both severity perception (mean(AUM8)=72.9, mean(AUM16)=80.0, t=3.46, p<0.001)

and LogWTP (mean(AUM8)=7.07, mean(AUM16) = 7.64, p=0.014).
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Figure 8: Perceived Severity and Log-WTP for a Prevention in Three Groups

The base of the logarithm is e. The violin plot indicates the density function at each value on
the Y-axis. The solid horizontal lines are 25%, 50% (median) and 75% quantiles. The crossings
in center positions are means. The dashed horizontal lines are +1 and -1 standard deviations.
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To ensure robustness, we evaluated the statistical significance of the interaction term

using 2×2 comparisons for severity, both with and without demographic control variables.

The results suggest that except for the perceived severity rating of the AUM-Calculation

comparison, all regressions generate a positive interaction effect, indicating a relatively

stable causal relationship between AUM and time duration sensitivity. This relationship

is robust to adding various control variables. Results are shown in the following table:

Table 2: Interaction Analysis (Chow-Test) of AUM Effect on Duration Sensitivity

Experiment 4 showcases that people may exhibit strong duration neglect in regular,

money-free judgments regarding preventive health. This insensitivity is arguably devi-

ating from optimal decisions and will make decision-makers insensitive to information

regarding time duration, which may be economically and physically important for con-

sumers. Plenty of evidence shows that AUM helps mitigate this effect. However, the

findings in Experiment 4 are purely between subjects. People were exposed to only one

stimulus in the experiment, which corresponds to the separate evaluation case as men-

tioned in Hsee (1996). In the real world, there are possible cases in which people may

compare their choice with other alternatives (joint evaluation), and in the next exper-

iment, we investigate our intervention’s effectiveness within subjects, which resembles

joint evaluation scenarios.
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4.5 Experiment 5: AUM Enhances Sensitivity to Diseases’ Time

Horizon - Further Evidence

Experiment 5 primarily acts as a within-subject extension of Experiment 4. A within-

subject variation is helpful for us to under the effects of AUM under joint evaluation

when it is possible to make comparisons among the alternatives. Simultaneously, it can

further illustrate our sensitivity narrative on a broader numerical scale. We explore par-

ticipants’ willingness-to-pay for a guaranteed preventive measure against Angina Pectoris,

examining varying time horizons of 5, 7, 10, and 15 weeks.

4.5.1 Experimental Procedures

We posit that exposing subjects to these four scenarios can enhance within-person sen-

sitivity to the time horizon through the AUM procedure. From a theoretical standpoint,

the within-person evaluation represents a joint evaluation (JE) scenario (Hsee, 1996; Hsee

and Zhang, 2010), where individuals are anticipated to exhibit heightened sensitivity to

time horizons compared to separate evaluations. We further hypothesize that the AUM

process will amplify within-person sensitivity during joint evaluations. In other words,

the AUM practice is expected to magnify the effects observed in joint evaluations. Theo-

retically, this expectation stems from the idea that monetary values provide participants

with a tangible reference, aiding them in formulating willingness-to-pay reports and com-

paring relative severities across different JE scenarios. We depict the within-subject WTP

response function to the time duration, both with and without the AUM practice.

Additionally, we analyze the between-subject pattern to both extend and validate

the findings of Experiment 4. Since participants were initially unaware of subsequent

questions with varying time horizons, their initial responses can serve as a between-

subject measure for time horizon sensitivity under separate evaluations. Certain factors,

such as the experiment’s suggested duration of 4-5 minutes, might lead participants to

suspect the existence of other groups. Thus, we primarily interpret the between-subject

findings as both an extension and a validation of our results.

Experiment 5 was conducted on MTurk through CloudResearch, and the data was

collected between May 23rd and June 2nd, 2023. 1200 Participants participated in this

experiment, and we finally got 877 effective responses after eliminating duplicates, poten-
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tially inattentive13 subjects, and subjects who had reported at least one extreme value

that may be significant outliers (too low or too high income14, too extreme willingness-

to-pay15, too extreme rating16).

During the survey, we gathered data on participants’ annual individual income, de-

mographics, and basic economic conditions. As in Experiment 4, each participant was

presented with a description of Angina Pectoris, adapted from a WHO document, de-

tailing durations of 5, 7, 10, or 15 weeks. Apart from the duration, descriptions within

each group remained consistent. Participants in the four Control arms saw the descrip-

tion with only symptom and duration information. In contrast, those in AUM arms

received an additional sentence about potential financial losses. Then, the AUM group

did the same calculation procedures as in Experiment 4, and the Control groups did no

calculation. Finally, subjects reported their severity rating of these health conditions and

elicited their WTP for a guaranteed preventive measure.

4.5.2 Analysis and Results

This experiment examines if AUM heightens participants’ sensitivity to illness duration

when presented with varying disease duration information. Our initial test determines

whether there is a statistically significant difference in the "sensitivity coefficient" between

the AUM and control groups. Mathematically, this is equivalent to the following Fixed

Effect Regression:

LogWTPi,l = α1(lengthi,l × AUMi) + α2lengthi,l + α3AUMi + FEi + ε (1)

In the aforementioned regression, the interaction term arises from the product of time

length and the AUM treatment. The regression coefficient α1 reflects the main treatment

effect.
13too low completion time, <120s
14<$1k or >$1M
15<$50 or >$500k
160 or 100 in severity rating
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Figure 9: Perceived Severity and Log-WTP for a Prevention in Three Groups

The base of the logarithm is e. The violin plot indicates the density function at each value on
the Y-axis. The solid horizontal lines are 25%, 50% (median) and 75% quantiles. The crossings
in center positions are means. The dashed horizontal lines are +1 and -1 standard deviations.
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The graphs indicate two key insights: (1) A joint evaluation setting, where participants

can readily compare alternatives, typically enhances sensitivity to time duration, and (2)

within this joint evaluation, AUM further amplifies this sensitivity. Following standard

procedures, we define the elasticity of WTP with respect to the time horizon as:

eWTP,t =
∂Log(WTP )

∂t
(2)

This can be estimated by regressing LogWTP against Log(time), incorporating within-

subject control variables. We reveal that this elasticity rises from 0.615 to 0.878 with the

introduction of AUM, a statistically significant difference (p<0.001). When shifting to

perceived severity as the dependent variable, the difference in sensitivity persists, albeit

with diminished numerical magnitude and statistical significance (p<0.05).

Another crucial metric within subjects is response monotonicity. Assuming constant

factors such as disease severity, a rational individual’s willingness-to-pay for prevention

should consistently rise with extended disease duration. Upon examining participants’

response patterns we observed that in the absence of AUM, only 35.3% of reported WTP

sequences exhibited a strict increase from 5 to 15 weeks. AUM elevated this rate to

46.8% (t=3.48, p<0.001). Adopting a more lenient, non-strict monotonicity criterion,

the rates still saw a notable rise: 78.4% for those without AUM and 84.7% for those with

AUM (t=2.41, p=0.016). This result compellingly indicates that the AUM intervention

heightens participants’ sensitivity to disease duration, yielding more refined responses.

As a concluding step, we conducted a between-subject robustness check to complement

the findings of Experiment 4. Given that participants faced the four questions in a ran-

domized sequence across distinct screens, it’s plausible they were unaware of other groups

during their initial elicitation task. Therefore, by considering only the participants’ initial

responses, we can approximate a between-subject analysis. The between-subject analysis

revealed that the elasticity of willingness-to-pay concerning the time horizon was 0.23

(non-significant) in the control group. In contrast, this elasticity was 0.74 in the treat-

ment group (p<0.001), with the Chow test confirming a significant difference (p<0.05).

This is an effective robustness check of Experiment 4, underscoring AUM’s overall efficacy

in counteracting duration neglect.

Detailed robustness checks in Experiment 5 will be available soon the Online Ap-

pendix.
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4.6 Experiment 6: AUM Enhances Probability Sensitivity

4.6.1 Experiment Procedures

A notable limitation of Experiments 2-5 is the assumption that preventive measures are

guaranteed to be effective, which realistically only applies to specific cases like vaccines

offering lifetime immunity, such as the measles vaccine. In many cases, preventive mea-

sures are not guaranteed to be effective; rather, they reduce the risk of disease onset

probabilistically. For instance, the COVID-19 and influenza vaccines have efficacy rates

that range from 60% to 95%. To investigate the role of AUM in probabilistic preventive

decision-making, we designed Experiment 6. The goal of this experiment is to examine

the impact of AUM on decision-makers’ sensitivity to varying efficacy rates, particularly

in terms of their willingness-to-pay for preventive measures.

In Experiment 6, we focused on Angina Pectoris, the same disease examined in Ex-

periments 4 and 5, and maintained a constant potential duration of three months. Our

numerical settings were based on prospect theory. Prospect theory posits that individuals

are overly sensitive to changes in extreme probabilities (close to 0 or 1) while showing

insufficient sensitivity to changes in intermediate probabilities (Wu and Gonzalez, 1996;

Prelec, 1998). To avoid interference between decisions made at extreme and intermediate

probabilities, we set the upper and lower limits for the disease occurrence probability

at 80% and 20%, respectively. Theoretically, this implies that people’s decisions within

this range will always exhibit the bias of probability insensitivity. Our hypothesis is that

AUM can mitigate this bias, enhancing sensitivity to probability changes.

We employed a 2×4 factorial design similar to that of Experiment 5. In this exper-

iment, all participants were informed that the likelihood of contracting the disease was

80%, with a duration of three months. Participants were then randomly assigned to either

one of the four experimental groups or one of the four control groups. To better isolate

the effect of AUM, we implemented a strong control measure: both the AUM and control

groups received identical information about a potential loss of three months’ income. The

only difference was that the AUM group was asked to calculate the exact financial loss

equivalent to three months’ income, whereas the control group was not.

Each participant was presented with four different preventive measures, each having

a different efficacy rate. These measures were designed to reduce the risk of contracting
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the disease by 20, 30, 40, and 60 percentage points, translating to reduced probabilities

of 60 percentage points (pp), 50pp, 40pp, and 20pp, respectively. Participants were

asked to state their WTP for each of these preventive plans. The presentation order

of these measures was randomized for each participant. As in Experiment 5, in this

experiment, we can conduct a within-subject analysis for the full sample with the Fixed

Effect model. Additionally, we can perform a between-subject analysis using the first

WTP value reported by each participant.

The analytical approach for this experiment differs somewhat from the previous ones.

Neoclassical health economics typically assumes that individuals act based on expected

utility and quasi-linear utility (Mas-Colell et al., 1995). This suggests that, when out-

comes are constant and only probabilities change, a rational individual’s willingness-to-

pay should be proportional to the changes in probability values. Therefore, it is theoret-

ically justified to use raw WTP values instead of logarithms in the main regression. The

regression function for within-subject analysis is as follows:

WTPi,j = α1(Reductioni,j × AUMi) + α2Reductioni,j + α3AUMi + FEi + εi,j (3)

in which i denotes the i-th participant, and j denotes the preventive measure seen

by the participant. For the between-subject analysis, we exclude the subscript j from

the regression, as it considers only the initial response. In this scenario, we incorporate

subject-level controls denoted by Controlsi. The between-subject regression is as follows:

WTPi,j = α1(Reductioni × AUMi) + α2Reductioni + α3AUMi + Controlsi + εi (4)

We commenced our data collection for this experiment on July 28, 2023, and concluded

it on August 8, 2023. Our sample comprised 1,136 compliant individuals. After excluding

plausibly inattentive samples17, we were left with 957 participants. Since the baseline

analysis of this study uses WTP rather than Log-WTP as the dependent variable, it

was necessary to eliminate outliers in a more systematic way. Thus, all samples with first

responses falling below the 10th percentile or exceeding the 95th percentile were excluded,

yielding a final sample of 850 individuals.
17completed in less than 90 seconds, or wtp <= $1
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4.6.2 Results

The ensuing graphs illustrate the results of this experiment, encompassing both within-

subject and between-subject analyses.

Figure 10: Perceived Severity and Log-WTP for a Prevention in Three Groups
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The violin plot indicates the density function at each value on the Y-axis. The solid horizontal
lines are 25%, 50% (median) and 75% quantiles. The black solid circles in the center positions
are means. The dashed horizontal lines are +1 standard deviations. However, if we deduct a
standard deviation from the mean, it turns below 0 and, therefore not displayed in the graph.

The results showcase patterns that share some features with Experiment 5. In the

separate evaluations, as reflected in the between-subject analysis, there’s a notable lack

of sensitivity to the preventive measure’s effectiveness without AUM involvement. Si-

multaneously, many participants reported extremely low WTP values. Such insensitivity

to probability cannot rationalized by ANY utility function, implying irrational behavior.

Our findings highlight that AUM effectively mitigates this issue, significantly enhancing

participants’ sensitivity to probabilities.

As in Experiment 5, joint evaluation, as depicted by the within-subject analysis,

enhances sensitivity to probabilities. There is also significant evidence that AUM groups

lead to higher sensitivity than control groups in this condition, but the effect size seems

smaller than in separate evaluation.

It is noteworthy that the WTP responses exhibit considerable skewness, suggesting

a robustness check with logarithms. When expressing both WTP and probabilities in

logarithmic forms, the interaction term remains significant in the between-subject analysis

(t=2.55, p=0.011). However, the interaction term in the within-subject analysis is not
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significant (t=0.11, p=0.91). Based on these findings, we posit that the between-subject

results are notably robust, whereas the within-subject analysis yields a less pronounced

treatment effect, lacking significance across all regression configurations..

Our observations indicate that while the between-subject treatment effects are no-

tably robust and pronounced, the within-subject treatment effects appear more subdued.

We theorize that this discrepancy might stem from the evaluability of probabilistic data

and individuals’ interpretation of probability within the framework of Expected Util-

ity Theory. Once the participants engage in joint evaluation, the distinctions among

probabilities like 20%, 30%, 40%, and 60% become glaringly clear. Within this context,

irrespective of the actual outcome, the prominence of the numerical data in the outcome

is significantly eclipsed by the inherent salience of the joint evaluation, making the treat-

ment effect somewhat muted. On the other hand, in separate evaluation scenarios (as

in between-subject conditions), the interpretability of probability data in Experiment 6

probably falls short of that of disease duration data, primarily due to the non-intuitive

nature of prevention efficacy figures. Hence, without a comprehensive understanding of

the outcome, participants lack a foundational reference for assessment, prompting them

to offer responses that are not only significantly low but also lack sensitivity to probability

variations. However, when individuals compute economic losses as part of the outcome, it

assists them in estimating the expected magnitude of the loss, thereby markedly improv-

ing their evaluability. This, consequently, results in heightened sensitivity to probability

variations.

5 General Discussion

5.1 Summary of Results

Our study methodically examines behavioral biases in preventive judgment, presenting

AUM as an innovative intervention that encourages participants to actively quantify the

economic implications of illnesses, acting as a remedy for these biases. In Experiments

2 and 3, we experimentally assessed the proposition that AUM amplifies risk perception.

By emphasizing the salience and evaluability of the economic impacts of diseases, AUM

counters biases like opportunity cost neglect, enhancing individuals’ risk awareness and

their willingness-to-pay (WTP) for preventive actions. Experiments 4, 5, and 6 provide
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additional evidence for AUM’s benefits from the mechanism of evaluability. Utilizing

economic loss as a reference point and scale, AUM heightens the clarity of disease-related

duration and probability data, countering biases such as duration neglect and probability

insensitivity. This approach ensures individuals more effectively integrate this information

into their health-related decisions. Our results demonstrate significant consistency and

effect magnitude, providing a firm basis for exploring both its theoretical insights and

practical applications.

5.2 Strengths

The novelty of this design lies in its ingenious use of monetary loss calculations as a

mediator, achieving two objectives simultaneously. On one hand, it heightens the salience

of economic losses in people’s perception, addressing the issue of limited attention. On the

other, it translates the otherwise abstract and emotional health losses into quantifiable

monetary values, improving the evaluability problem. To our knowledge, this paper is

the first to systematically categorize health decision biases into these two dimensions and

propose interventions that effectively address both simultaneously.

Another notable strength of our study is its extensive scale and resilience to experi-

mental setups. We gathered health evaluations from nearly 5,000 participants, examining

their decision-making behaviors concerning various diseases. For lab-based research, this

scale is substantial, allowing us to scrutinize the primary experimental effect with strong

statistical power and stable effect size across diverse demographics, socioeconomic sta-

tuses (such as the availability of paid sick leave and whether living paycheck to paycheck),

and individual decision-making characteristics (such as numeracy and risk preferences).

This approach enables a thorough examination of AUM’s relatively unanimous impact

for different groups of individuals. Our findings, which remain consistent across different

model specifications, bolster our confidence in AUM’s potential real-world applicability.

Additionally, this paper’s practical orientation provides actionable insights for future

implementation. We can provide recommendations for two scenarios. The first scenario

involves the most common web platform disease descriptions.Using COVID-19 and Long

COVID as illustrations, health communicators could emphasize the potential economic

impacts of diseases, such as long COVID, whose major symptom is fatigue that may

lead to months of inability to work. In the absence of extended paid sick leave, this
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could translate to significant wage loss. Health communicators could engage users with

a prompt, suggesting, "You can input your monthly income figure to estimate the fi-

nancial loss you could potentially avoid, on average, if you evade long COVID." TThe

crux of this strategy is to swiftly make website visitors aware of the potential economic

implications of the illness. This feature should be prominently positioned on the website,

ensuring users can easily access and utilize it. (Evidently, the UM approach might not

be as apt, given that websites can’t pre-access users’ income data.) The second context

pertains to direct medical communication, such as interactions between insurance com-

panies and clients, doctor-patient conversations, or caregivers guiding at-risk individuals.

Given the substantial difficulties of casting field experiments with a novel nudge, this

paper did not undertake in-depth empirical tests for this context. Nonetheless, we of-

fer actionable insights grounded in our findings and theoretical framework. Generally,

if AUM is conducted between two parties in close proximity, the process can be further

personalized. The communicator can facilitate the other party’s calculations while also

prompting deeper reflection on the economic implications of illnesses, including poten-

tial medical expenses and wage losses, and their potential size compared to the cost of

prevention. This thoughtful engagement not only promotes salience and evaluability, but

also stimulates System II thinking, empowering the other party to make well-informed

decisions aligned with their best interests.

Lastly, it is particularly important to note that our consistent use of online experi-

ments doesn’t strongly compromise external validity. In a digital world, many individuals

source disease prevention information from reputable online platforms, such as the web-

sites of the CDC and Mayo Clinic. Users often browse these sites fast, without deep

reflection. Many prevention decisions, simultaneously, are made after this brief informa-

tion acquisition. Therefore, internet-based ’System 1’ decisions may play an important

role in real life. The online experiments regarding the AUM in this paper are a good

exemplification that preliminarily explores the potential of AUM as a concise online in-

tervention.

5.3 Limitations and Future Perspectives

This study has several significant limitations. Given constraints related to paper length

and research costs, it’s challenging to exhaustively address all facets in one paper, prompt-
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ing this section to outline future prospects for AUM interventions as well.

A primary limitation is the study’s exclusive focus on the U.S. context and the concept

of sick leave. In the U.S., most people have health insurance, but statutory paid sick leave

is less common. Hence, for individuals with adequate insurance, the absence of sick leave

might represent a significant economic setback, leading to our emphasis on sick leave as a

primary economic concern. In practical scenarios, particularly in developing regions like

China, challenges like exorbitant medical costs and healthcare accessibility might be more

pronounced, potentially heightening the local populace’s demand for AUM. Conversely,

given the steep healthcare costs in such regions, financial setbacks might be viewed more

as direct health-related losses, with decision-makers already recognizing their gravity.

Such disparities strongly motivate us to expand our research methodically, delving into

the contexts of developing nations.

An additional limitation pertains to the variability in income, financial stability, and

sick leave statuses, along with the ensuing practical challenges. While our findings indi-

cate that factors like income and economic resilience primarily act as covariates without

significant interaction with our treatments, this could be attributed to an inadequate

sample size preventing a comprehensive exploration of all potential interactions. Despite

its good emulation of real-world scenarios, the current version of AUM is still largely

conceptual and does not fully incorporate many details in preventive decision-making.

For example, the detailed breakdown doesn’t factor in aspects like paid sick leave status

or anticipated medical expenses, given the constraints of online survey methodologies.

This drives our ambition to refine AUM, tailoring it more personally and aligning it

closer to real-world decision-making scenarios in the future. Specifically, for economi-

cally disadvantaged individuals or those living paycheck to paycheck, there’s potential

for enhancement. A structured breakdown of their risk profile could foster a deeper

understanding and heightened preventive awareness.

A potential critique is that AUM, designed as a cognitive tool to amplify risk aware-

ness, could have adverse welfare consequences in specific contexts for particular individ-

uals. While welfare considerations in Experiments 2-5 indicate promising potential for

welfare benefits and Experiment 6 implies a guaranteed increase (because the insensitiv-

ity in Experiment 6 is not rationalizable), the outcomes aren’t uniformly positive across

all participants and scenarios. In the future, more comprehensive and stringent welfare
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evaluations will be crucial.

Additionally, AUM might intensify individuals’ anxieties, potentially harming their

psychological well-being. This critique, This line of criticism, frequently labeled as "emo-

tional taxes", interventions.(O’Donoghue and Rabin, 2006; Just, 2017; Thunström et al.,

2018), poses a recurrent and formidable challenge to the wider domain of behavioral

nudges and information provision interventions. HYet, recent empirical data indicates

that, when viewed from a holistic welfare standpoint, the outcomes of such nudges are

generally favorable, with the advantages surpassing any emotional drawbacks (Thun-

ström, 2019; Anderson et al., 2022). This particular trade-off still exhibits heterogeneity

across different populations (Kelly and Sharot, 2021). Thus, prior to the formal adoption

of AUM as a policy measure, it’s essential to delve deeper into its psychological impact,

particularly on economically vulnerable individuals who may already grapple with finan-

cial stress or a scarcity-driven mindset (Mullainathan and Shafir, 2013; Kaur et al., 2021),

which might compromise emotional well-being or productivity.

6 Conclusion

Imperfect preventive decision-making significantly impacts individuals’ health, and pre-

cise risk evaluation is crucial for improving these decisions. The various experiments in

this paper consistently demonstrate the pervasive presence of opportunity cost neglect of

financial losses, which may lead to insufficient risk perception, and numerical insensitivity,

which may encompass both duration and probability neglect, when assessing potential

health outcomes. These biases usually stem from a lack of salience and evaluability. To

combat these biases, we introduced the AUM intervention that utilizes monetary values.

While it accentuates the prominence of financial losses, this increased salience also boosts

the evaluability of health-related numerical data. Our findings indicate that this approach

enhances decision-making across different contexts. The method not only heightens risk

awareness but also fosters a keen understanding of vital numerical details like disease

duration and efficacy rates.

Our research notably contributes to the literature of both behavioral and health eco-

nomics. We’ve integrated the evaluability theory into economic decision-making, merging

it with the concept of salience. We’ve examined the prevalence and significance of this
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phenomenon in health decisions, outlining its psychological underpinnings and suggesting

intervention strategies. Additionally, we present an innovative and straightforward nudg-

ing method to address the widespread biases in real-world preventive decisions. This

approach demonstrates robust intervention outcomes and a pronounced effect size. In

the end, we elucidate the potential policy implications of AUM and considerations for its

practical application.

In conclusion, we envision a forward-looking theoretical and empirical research tra-

jectory for AUM and its foundational economics. Theoretically, there’s a compelling case

for exploring the modeling and application of the overarching evaluability theory in the

economic landscape. As an example, in a separate study of ours, we meld the general

evaluability theory with the sparsity model. Employing a framework grounded in the

Lasso algorithm, we weave in aspects of familiarity, mode, and nature, culminating in

a refined sparsity model anchored in evaluability. Additional models could delve deeper

into the nexus between evaluability and numerical acuity, drawing parallels in economics

with the interplay between hedonic analysis and notions of elasticity.

From an empirical and experimental perspective, upcoming research endeavors could

sculpt more bespoke and individualized AUM methodologies to bolster results. Schol-

ars could embark on practical field tests of AUM and orchestrate comprehensive welfare

assessments. The versatility of AUM also lends itself to non-financial decision arenas,

like nudging students to ponder over potential GPA dips due to class absences. Such

an approach paves the way for a richer, more nuanced probe into strategies that re-

fine preventive decision-making, uplift community health selections, and realize superior

results.
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Online Appendix. Placeholder

We arrange the appendices sequentially by the order they were first referenced:
(1) Appendix A showcases the important frames of the graphical interfaces for all six
experiments.
(2) Appendix B includes the additional results, robustness checks, and additional results

interpretation for all six experiments.
(3) Appendix C demonstrates a suggestive online interface design for using AUM in

real-world websites.
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A Appendix A

A.1 Appendix A1: Instructions for Experiment 1

Figure A.1: Disease Description
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Figure A.2: Initial Open-ended Report
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Figure A.3: Open-ended Report after 3 Entries
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Figure A.4: Self-categorization on Open-ended Descriptions

Figure A.5: Last Call Question on Non-selected Categories
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A.2 Appendix A2: Instructions for Experiment 2

Figure A.6: General Instructions for Self-Reports (Similar for Experiments 2-5
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Figure A.7: Description and Task for the Control Group
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Figure A.8: Description and Task for the INFO Group
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Figure A.9: Description and Task for the AUM Group
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Figure A.10: Perceived Severity and WTP Elicitation
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A.3 Appendix A3: Instructions for Experiment 3

A.4 Appendix A4: Instructions for Experiment 4

A.5 Appendix A5: Instructions for Experiment 5

A.6 Appendix A6: Instructions for Experiment 6

B Appendix B

C Appendix C
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Abstract

Traditional health economic models assume that decision-makers (DMs) incorpo-
rate all dimensions of information regarding potential health outcomes when making
preventive decisions. However, behavioral sciences suggest that individuals might
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due to limited attention, whereby DMs may overlook some indirect or non-salient
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We arrange the appendices sequentially by the order they were first referenced:

(1) Appendix A showcases the important frames of the graphical interfaces for all six

experiments.

(2) Appendix B includes the additional results, robustness checks, and additional results

interpretation for all six experiments.

(3) Appendix C demonstrates a suggestive online interface design for using AUM in

real-world websites.
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A Appendix A

A.1 Appendix A1: Instructions for Experiment 1

Figure A.1.1: Disease Description
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Figure A.1.2: Initial Open-ended Report
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Figure A.1.3: Open-ended Report after 3 Entries
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Figure A.1.4: Self-categorization on Open-ended Descriptions

Figure A.1.5: Last Call Question on Non-selected Categories
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A.2 Appendix A2: Instructions for Experiment 2

Figure A.2.1: General Instructions for Self-Reports (Similar for Experiments 2-5
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Figure A.2.2: Description and Task for the Control Group
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Figure A.2.3: Description and Task for the INFO Group
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Figure A.2.4: Description and Task for the AUM Group
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Figure A.2.5: Perceived Severity and WTP Elicitation (same for Exp. 2 and 3)
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A.3 Appendix A3: Instructions for Experiment 3

Figure A.3.1: Disease Description for Experiment 3: Control Group

Figure A.3.2: Disease Description for Experiment 3: Salience and AUM Groups

Figure A.3.3: Disease Description for Experiment 3: UM Group
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Figure A.3.4: Experiment 3: AUM Calculation
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Figure A.3.5: Full AUM - Interface for Right Answer

Figure A.3.6: Full AUM - Interface for Wrong Answer
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A.4 Appendix A4: Instructions for Experiment 4

The demonstration uses the time duration of 16 weeks. The only difference in the 8-week

group is in the description language.

Figure A.4.1: Disease Description for Experiment 4: Control Group
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Figure A.4.2: Disease Description for Experiment 4: Calc Group
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Figure A.4.3: Disease Description for Experiment 4: AUM Group
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A.5 Appendix A5: Instructions for Experiment 5

The demonstration uses the time duration of 15 weeks. The only difference in the 8-week

group is in the description language.

Figure A.5.1: Disease Description for Experiment 5

Figure A.5.2: AUM Procedure for Experiment 5
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Figure A.5.3: Elicitation for Experiment 5
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A.6 Appendix A6: Instructions for Experiment 6

Figure A.6.1: Disease Description for Experiment 6

Figure A.6.2: Description of Initial Probability for Experiment 6
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Figure A.6.3: Description of Initial Probability for Experiment 6
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Figure A.6.4: Willingness-to-pay Elicitation for Experiment 6

The
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B Appendix B: Additional Results and Discussion

To be finished

C Appendix C: Further Discussion for Practical Appli-

cations

To be finished
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